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Adagio Ledger Unposting Function 

There are a number of reasons why you might select to unpost a batch: 

 To ‘remove’ a batch that had incorrect entries or was posted in error (perhaps to the wrong 

fiscal period) or be a duplicate of another batch previously posted. 

 To use the unposted batch as a reverse transactions batch. 

 If creating a new dataset, you might want to restore batches from the old dataset, so they may 

be exported and then imported to the new dataset. 

Before you can use the function, you need to first enable the Allow unpost/reverse batch option in the 

Company profile. 

Using the Batch Unpost Function 

Batches may be unposted from the Current fiscal year or the Next Year (if open). 

To begin the function select Post | Batch Unpost from the main menu.  The following screen will 

appear: 

  

Note:  The fiscal Year fields only appear if your Next Year is already open.  Otherwise, any unposting will 

be for the Current year only. 

Use the Finder button to select the batch you want to unpost.  By default, the Batches grid displays the 

following fields to help you make your selection; however, if you have access to the Column Editor you 

may edit the fields on the Finder window: 

 Batch 

 Description 

 Type (Entered, Retrieved, Imported) 

 Status (must be Posted in order to be unposted) 

 Debits 

 Credits 
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Examples of Unpost Options and Combinations 

Remove (Unpost) a Posted Batch 

Disable:  Reverse batch entries? 

Enable:   Delete entries from posted? 

The original batch entries are removed as though they were never posted.  A Batch Unpost journal is 

created and the status of the originally posted batch is changed to Unposted in the Batch Control File 

viewed from the Batch Status inquiry or report. 

The unposted batch appears in the open batches window where it may be edited and reposted or 

deleted 

Reverse Batch Entries of Originally Posted Batch 

Enable:   Reverse batch entries? 

Disable:  Delete entries from posted? 

The original batch remains as it was originally posted.  The unposted batch of reversing or opposite 

entries appears in the open batches window for review, editing and possible posting. 

Unpost Batch to Export its Entries 

Disable:  Reverse batch entries? 

Disable:  Delete entries from posted? 

Note:  The Unpost button changes to a Restore button when both unposting options are disabled. 

The original batch remains as it was originally posted.  The unposted batch appears in the open batches 

window and may now be exported using the File | Export | Batches function to an export file in a 

different data folder.  After, the file may be imported to a different dataset. 

In this example, the restored batch would be deleted after it is exported. 

What if the Batch won’t Unpost 

If a batch won’t unpost, usually because it was consolidated before posting, use the Recover Batches 

function which is accessible from either the Batch Status Inquiry window or the Maintenance menu.  

Recovered batches do not reverse or delete batch entries. 

 


